Monopoly / Asiatic American Connection
To The Continental Americas
Published via the 1st Amendment of the American Republic Constitution

By Morpheus Ashahed El
First, I Impel the concept of all praise due to the “Most High”! This Script
started off as a “Text Message” to my Brothers DeyRahEl Ali and Maroc (Moor
Cousin) Bey. As I was manifesting this revelation I realized these concepts ought
be made public. Peace and Equanimity.
This is the Message:
Peace FAM. Definition of “Personal Liberty” mentions protection from unfair
“Monopoly” in “Trade” it is interesting how the “Monopoly” “Board game” was
based off of what is now called “Atlantic City”. In Fact though ATLANTIC CITY
is / was “Absecon Beach” prior to the Incorporation of “ATLANTIC CITY” 1854
Gregorian / Sothic Calendar, this is why you have the “Absecon Light House” on
this Island in North America / Al Morocco called “Atlantic City” today. If we
go back a little further, the word “Absecon” is a corruption of the Aboriginal
American appellation “Absegami”, therefore “Absegami Beach” North America / Al Morocco. (Note: “Absegami” “High School” uses a “Moors Head” as
the Insignia present day (see Infra).

The “Little Island” “Absegami Beach” (ATLANTIC CITY) North America / Al
Morocco, modernly is symbolic of all the “Quasi National Domiciles” claiming
Jurisdiction over Moors / Americans “Ancestral Estate / National Domicile /
North America / Al Morocco.” (i.e. the colonial street names of ATLANTIC CITY
are inclusive of the 50 States / “Quasi National Domiciles” Just as in the
“Monopoly” board game).

The “Federal Reserve Note(s)” in reality are “lawfully” as valuable as the Fiat
fake Notes that comes with the “Monopoly” board Game. Meaning, the F.R.N’s
are toilet paper and “unconstitutional”. (All due respect to the Necessities in Life!
Think about it and L.o.l). Try using “Monopoly notes” outside of the Board Game
and you would be considered crazy. It only has value if you are a participant in
the function of the board game.
However, what is not funny is that De Facto operators don’t recognize this as a
Game, as it is a part of their “Ideology”, and the Aboriginal “Americans” suffer
from Lack of Knowledge of these Facts. For those who have no knowledge of
this Island, trust that everything from Baltic Ave and East of Baltic Ave is a headache for parking and under Colonial Operations. You will have to give up some
“Federal Reserve Notes” (Monopoly Money) for comfortable parking of land
vessels. In other words, “Free Parking” is as valuable on the “Absegami
Beach” (Atlantic City) North America, as on the “Monopoly” board game.
The common Traveler will find this True.

The above area is a “portion” of the Moors / Americans “Ancestral Estate”. Is it
Logical to fold the “Monopoly” board and stop playing where it started at? Would
we be able to deal with reality then?

I think so with a reasoning mind! After all, if you play the game, the objective is
for players to move around the game board buying or trading properties, developing their properties with houses and hotels, and “collecting rent from their opponents, the ultimate goal being to drive them into “bankruptcy” (Civiliter
Mortuus Status). This concept constitutes “Unfair Monopoly of Trade”, and for
that reason is a Violation of “Personal Liberty.”
Also note the Electric Company is on the “Monopoly” Board.

‘For the Record’ this Publication was made tangible by inspiration of studying the
definition of “Personal Liberty” and its correlation to protection from “Unfair
Monopolies”, which was intended to be shared with my “American Peers” Aboriginal to the Continental Americas , Primitively Domiciling in the Territory of which
the “Monopoly Game” corresponds — Absegami Beach, North America (ATLANTIC
CITY). See Definition of “Personal Liberty” Infra for Understanding.
“ Personal Liberty”- - Freedom from physical and personal restraint; the
right to the pursuit of happiness ; freedom to go where one chooses and
to pursue such lawful occupations as may seem suitable. In its broad
sense Personal Liberty would include freedom from unlawful arrest and
restraint from “unlawful seizures” and searches, from assault and battery, from libel and slander, from “general warrants” of arrest ; “from
unfair monopolies” of trade, and from quartering soldiers in time of
peace; and it would include also “the right to Trial by Jury”, “Liberty of
Conscience”, “The right to travel” and emigrate, to bear arms and to petition the government for a redress of “grievances”! (Lawful Reference;
John Bouviers Concise Encyclopedia of Law Francis Rawles Third Revision Pg. 2576 Definition of “Personal Liberty” )
But “Personal Liberty” in its “Stricter sense” it includes only “freedom”
to move about as one pleases and to pursue any lawful calling”.
(Reference / Source of Law; Munn v. Illinois, 94 U.S. 142, 24 L. Ed. 77;
People v Marx, 99 N.Y. 377, 2 N.E. 29, 52 Am. Rep.34 ; John Bouviers
Concise Encyclopedia of Law Francis Rawles Third Revision Pg. 2576 Definition of “Personal Liberty”
Definition of “American” as a noun. An “Aboriginal” or anyone of the
“Various Copper- Colored Natives” found on the Continent by
“Europeans” the Original application of the word! Reference Websters
Unabridged Dictionary Page 53 Published 1936 Gregorian/Sothic Calendar.

Example of “American” one of the
“Various” “Copper–Colored” Natives
found on the continent by “Europeans”.

With respect to these facts (Word is Bond I hear the drum beats of Aboriginal
Moors / Americans playing in my head as I am writing at this point 1:28 a.m.
March 25th Gregorian / Sothic Calendar. The sound is so harmonic but I can’t describe it. I will just accept it as a message from the creator) .
Definition of “Morel” “adjective” (Old French, French Moreau,
from Late Latin “Morellus” from the Latin word “Maurous”;
“Moor”, “Morello”, “Murrey.”) of a “dark color”.
Definition of “Morello” noun Italian “Morello”: Any of the cultivated “cherries” forming one of the two groups derived from
“Prunus Cerabus”, “distinguished” by their “dark colored skin”
and “juice” , from the “Amarelles”, the coordinate group. See
definition of “American”.

Various
“Copper-Color”
Native

With respect to the correlation
of the Word Moor / Morellos,
and “Cherries”, it gives the impression of “intellectual evidence” regarding George Washington chopping down the “Cherry Tree”, and correlates to the Al Moroccan American Flag. (See
Taj Tarik Bey’s Lesson Book 14 on the subject.)

Moors/Americans are Aboriginal to North, South, and Central America, thus a
distinguishing factor needs to be made for the Public Record that Moors / Americans are not “Indians” because the geographical fact is that the Continental
Americas is not “India”.
India is in Asia, however Moors / Americans Aboriginal to the Continental Americas, who are aware, recognize self as indigenous or “Indu” being the “etymon” of
“indigenous”.
On the same note, the Original appellation of what is called “India” today is
really Hindustan, Asia. In reality the “Lineal and Collateral Consanguinity” of
Moors / Americans Aboriginal to the Continental Americas is connected with Hindustani, Asia. The Book “History of the Moorish Empire in Europe” (Published by J.P.
Lippincott Company 1909) affirms de Jure History and connection of Moors service
in Hindustan Military, and of Moors Teaching and Learning in Hindustan, Asia
“Kohinoor” “The Mountain of Light”.

Herein, I Honorably Quote “Prophet Noble Drew Ali”:
“ Come “All” ye “Asiatics” of “North America” and here “The Truth” About Your

“Nationality” [Political Status] and “Birthrights” [Domicile / Civil Status].

Definition of “Nationality”, of which Noble Drew Ali summoned Moors to hear the
“Truth” about because we Moors needed him, as we needed the truth, the Most!
“Nationality”. That Quality or character which arises from the “fact” of a person’s belonging to a “nation” or state. “Nationality” determines the “political
status” of the individual, “especially” with reference to allegiance; while
“Domicile” determines his “Civil Status” See Definition of “Quasi National
Domicile”, “Municipal Domicile”, and “National Domicile”. Reference “Henry
Campbell Blacks” Law Dictionary of Ancient and Modern Jurisprudence Revised 4th Edition.
“Nation” An independent body politic. A society of men united together for
the purpose of promoting their mutual safety and advantage by the joint efforts of their combined strength. Reference: John Bouviers Concise Encyclopedia of Law Francis Rawles 3rd Revision.
In Honor of the “Prophet Noble Drew Ali’s” Historical “Divine Warning to the Nation
(s)”, Noble Drew Ali made clear that there is no Need for the Application of the
14th and 15th Amendment for the salvation of My People and the Citizens. And yes
because the “14th Amendment” is apart of the “Monopoly” so these are a List of
reasons Moors / Americans cannot be US Citizens in the Law of Nature.
1. Moors / Americans are “Natural Persons” Living Divine Beings.
2. “Corporations” are “Persons” “as that word is used in The first Clause of the

14th Amendment.” Impartial reference Henry Campbell Blacks Law Dictionary of Ancient and Modern Jurisprudence Definition of Person.
3. The 14th Amendment Section 1. All persons born or naturalized in the United
States, and subject to the jurisdiction thereof, are citizens of the United
States and of the State wherein they reside. No State shall make or enforce
any law which shall abridge the privileges or immunities of citizens of the
United States; nor shall any State deprive any person of life, liberty, or
property, without due process of law; nor deny to any person within its jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws.
4. For the Fact that Moors / Americans are Aboriginal to the Western Hemisphere the Status of Moors / Americans can not be circumscribed to one
Quasi portion of their entire “Ancestral Estate”. This is why Noble Drew Ali
called on all True American Citizens opposed to only United States Citizens.
The Reality is the Land is America! not ‘United States’.
5. For these Reasons Moors/ Americans cannot be Considered “Squatters” on
their “Ancestral Estate”/ Western Hemisphere because we are the “True
Possessors” of the “Land.” In the Law of Nature.
In Closing the Message, I raise the point in Fact that Prophet Noble Drew Ali / “El
Hajj Shariff Abdul Ali”, was of the “Cherokee Tribe” however his Declared and Proclaimed “Nationality” in Fact and Law was “Moorish-American”! All due respect to
the readers judgment, the next section of this writing is entitled “Cherokee Rose”
and ties to how this “Text Message” started with the concept of “Personal Liberty”
and “Unfair Monopolies in Trade”. As well, it correlates with the Asiatic connection to the “Western Hemisphere”. From the looks of the Map (below) with a
strong arm, you could skip a rock from “Alaska” (Northwest America) to
“Northeast Asia”.

“Cherokee Rose”
Rosa laevigata (Cherokee Rose) is a white,
fragrant rose native to southern China and Taiwan
south to Laos and Vietnam. (North American /
Asiatic Connection).
The flower is commonly associated with the “Trail
of Tears”, which was/is the forced relocation of
Native “Americans” in southeastern North America. “Its’
petals represent the women's tears
shed” during the period of great hardship and
grief throughout the US government-forced march
from the Cherokees’ home to U.S. forts, such as
Gilmer. The flower has a ‘gold center”, symbolizing the “gold” taken from the Cherokee tribe.
At this present day, the “Gold” taken from Moor Nationals is relevant to the
substitution of the Natural Substance (gold and silver) for the Unfair “Monopoly”
trade and unconstitutional F.R.N.’s (Monopoly Money).
Definition of “Money”” “Gold and Silver” the common medium of Exchange
in a “Civilized Nation” (Impartial reference, John Bouviers Concise Encyclopedia of Law, Francis Rawles 3rd Revision Published 1914).
“Article 1 Section 10” of the “American Republic Constitution”
“No State shall enter into any Treaty, Alliance, or Confederation;
grant Letters of Marque and Reprisal; coin Money; emit Bills of
Credit; make any “thing” but “gold and silver”; coin a ‘Tender’ in
Payment of ‘Debts”; pass any Bill of Attainder, ex post facto Law, or Law
impairing the Obligation of Contracts, or “grant” any “Title of Nobility”

With these Points in “Fact”, we have evidence that the F.R.N. “Monopoly”
Notes are uncivilized. We the People have to get back to reality fam!
Definition of “Artificial Monopoly”:
an exclusive right granted by “the government” for exploitation of anything. Reference Websters Unabridged Dictionary Published 1936. See
Monopoly.
Definition of “Natural Monopoly”: a monopoly arising from possession of a
part of the earth’s surface, having a natural resource or resources. Reference:
Webster’s Unabridged Dictionary Published 1936. See Monopoly.

“Imperial”
Building Absegami Beach,
North America / Al Morocco, facing
east pre“Monopoly”.
Absegami
Beach is Modernly called
“ATLANTIC
CITY” where
the “Monopoly”
Game is based
from.

Keep in Mind that Chapter 47 of the Holy Koran of the Moorish Holy Temple
of Science / Moorish Science Temple of America, affirms:
“Moabites” / “Moroccans” are the “true Possessors”
of the Moroccan Empire / Western Hemisphere.
Definition of Moor n. Maurous Dark from Impartial Reference A member of “any”
of the “Asian” or “African” Dark races usually adopting the “Mohammedan Religion” in history a Saracen or Arab. Reference: Websters Unabridged Dictionary
Published 1936”.
Definition of “Hittite” n. (Hebrew / Ibrhi / Ebraya ; “Khittim”, Hittites) a member
of Hamitic People mentioned in the Old Testament, inhabiting “Asia Minor” and
Syria… They seem to be very powerful and “highly civilized”. Reference: Websters
Unabridged Dictionary Published 1936.
Definition of Moabite: A member of the ancient semetic people, closely related to
the Hebrews (Ebraya / Ebhri). An Officer of the Law, as in a Bailiff. Reference:
1910 Websters New International Dictionary.
Examples of
Moors Aboriginal to the Continental Americas North
America (Al
Morocco) /
Northwest
Amexem.

Noble Drew Ali”
said:
Help me bring my
People ‘back’ into the
Constitutional fold”
of Government”

Looks like Moorish
Family to me”!
(Could this be what is meant
by the Uniting of Asia?)

Taiwan- See Cherokee Rose for
Taiwan Asia / North American
Relation.

See Article by Morris Ibrihim
McIntyre El, “Moabite Claims
Land” (Tennessee):
RvbeyPublications. com for connection of Moors, Northwest
Africa, and North America.

For further evidence of Asiatic (Aztec)
Connection to The Continental Americas
see Definition of “Swastika” (Sanskrit
svastika, from svasti welfare; su well+
asti being.) this was originally a Religious
Symbol Used in China (Manchuria) , Japan (Japeth), North, South, and Central
America (Al Morocco) and was / is a religious symbol of completion / “Good
Luck” Also is symbolic of the Cycle of the
Sun. “Circle 7”. The Observer may see
the Letter Z overlapping itself, or the
Number 7 in four positions apparently
Circular (Circle 7).

“I See the Rosy Light, the foot-sole marks, the soft curled tendril of
the “swastika”…, the Eighty lesser tokens, Thou art Buddh, and
thou wilt preach the Law and save all flesh who learn the Law”…
(Reference “Light of Asia, book the 1st Page 8”)
Max Muller distinguished from the swastika, with arms prolonged to the
Right, the suavastika with arms prolonged to the left, other names for the
swastika are fylfot and gammadion.

Hillary Clinton,
Secretary
of
State, stated for
the Public Record
that “Moroccans”
are
the
first
“ N a t i o n ”
to Recognize the
“United States”.
Why did she say
“Nation” opposed
to
“Country”?
Think! Reference
The Word “Moor”.

In Honor of The Last Prophet in these Days “Noble Drew
Ali” “El Hajj Shariff Abdull Ali” and My National Family, I
close this with the following quotes from Noble Drew Ali:
The Fallen sons and
daughters of the
Asiatic Nation of
“North America”
need to learn to
“love instead
of Hate”.

“The David of the Light is Purity,
who slays the Strong Goliath
of the Dark and seats the savior
love upon the Throne”.
-Chapter 3 “Unity of Life”

Man will regain his lost estate,
his heritage; but he must do it in a
conflict that cannot be told in
words!!! Yes he must suffer trials and
temptations manifold; but let him know
cherubim and seraphim who rule the
stations of the sun and spirit of the
Mighty Allah who rule the solar stars
are his protectors and his guide, and
they will lead to “Victory”…
—Chapter 1 “Creation and Fall of Man”

“Maybe Love and
Time will cancel
those Ancient
Hatreds”
-”Message to
America”

“Every living thing is
connected to every
other living Thing”.
-Chapter 3
“Unity of Life”

Mauryan Dynasty Sculpture
Hindustan Asia with Moorish Fez

If my people,
who are called by
my
name,
will
humble
themselves and pray
and seek my face
and
turn
from
their wicked ways,
then I will hear
from heaven, and
I will forgive their
sin and will heal
their land.
See
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Chronicles

Moors in ‘Russian’ Army

The main charge in the coat of arms in
Corsica is U Moru, Corsican for "The
Moor", originally a female Moor blindfolded and wearing a necklace made of
beads. No use is attested prior to 1736,
when it was used by both sides during
the struggle for independence.
In 1760, General Pasquale Paoli
ordered the necklace to be removed
from the head and the blindfold raised.
His reason, reported by his biographers, was "Les Corses veulent y voir
clair. La liberté doit marcher au flambeau de la philosophie. Ne dirait-on pas

que nous craignons la lumière ?" (In
English: "The Corsicans want to see
clearly. Freedom must walk by the
torch of philosophy. Won't they say
that we fear the light?") Later the
blindfold was changed to a headband.
The current Corsican flag is the
Bandera testa Mora ("Flag with head
of Maure"), is male rather than female, and has a regular knot at the
back of the head.
—Reference Wikipedia.

This Article was Published on the 9th Degree 1st Moon Moorish Calendar Year 1433 / 29th Day of March 2013 Gregorian / Sothic Calendar Year. This Article was published under the 1st Amendment of The “American Republic Constituition” and nothing in this Publication is intended to discredit the Exciting Monopoly Board Game, which provides
Home and Family Entertainment. Elizabeth (Lizzie J. Magie Phillips created a game through which she hoped to be able
to explain the single tax theory of Henry George (it was intended to illustrate the negative aspects of concentrating land in
private monopolies). Her game, The Landlord’s Game, was self-published, beginning in 1906. Reference: Wikipedia.

